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BENDING the more closely over
his page as the daylight, piercing
the dull lights of his window,

slowly waned, one Walter de Henley
in the earlier years of the thirteenth
century wrote a treatise for his son on
the husiness of hushandry. The sage
advice bequeathed in this script marks
Walter de Henley as one of the earliest
protagonists of scientific management.
His recommendations include a full in-
vestigation of the property, the selec-
tion and training of workers, the set-
ting of definite tasks for ploughing,
provision for the regular inspection of
implements, the preparation of exact
costs, the close study of the soil and
the crops, and the planning of each
day's work. Thus did Walter de Hen-
ley, ever and anon turning his eyes to
the harrowed fields outside, plan these
early steps in the scientific management
of his property. Others have taken up
the quill he threw aside. Each gener-
ation has doubtless had Its scribe, who
thought scientifically about the plough-

ing of the soil, the throwing of the
shuttle, the beating of the iron, or the
hewing of the tree. Then came the
days when the ploughman, the weaver,
the smith, and the woodman discarded
the old tools of their crafts, and strode
amazedly into the towns where the new
factories reared their ugly forms. Here
again, the scientific thinker brooded
over the scene. Seizing his pen, Charles
Babbage, doubtless like many another,
strove to plan order where chaos
reigned, and in 1833 published his
famous Economy of Machinery and
Manufacturing. So, finally, the torch
was handed on from one generation to
another, till, amid the immense struc-
tures of American industry, it passed to
the hand of Frederick Taylor.

Walter de Henley had never heard
of "Scientific Management" and in
some respects perhaps he was fortunate
in the fact. Few phrases have been so
severely mishandled or so woefully mis-
understood. What exactly does the
phrase menn? After all, if indeed a
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science of management is a practicable
possibility, an essential preliminary is to
determine the precise significance of its
terminology. In the science of medicine,
the "hasilar membrane" means one
thing only, and that meaning is the
meaning attributed to it by all who prac-
tice medicine. But in the science of
management, we have not even yet de-
termined precisely what the word "man-
agement" means, and only in a few
instances the meaning of any particular
words or phrases describing particular
processes or mechanisms of manage-
ment. Words are the means by which
we translate thought into definite
images, and a vague terminology is
evidence of loose, unformed, or con-
fused thinking. It is imperative, there-
fore, to crystallize our thoughts so that
our technical terms convey a precise
meaning, and a meaning which is pre-
cisely understood by all who perform
any task of management. It is con-
vincing testimony to the infancy of our
science that most serious treatises on it
necessarily begin with a series of defini-
tions — which others may or may not
accept. What, then, do we mean by
"Scientific Management"?

I think it would be unfair to the
genius of a great man to say that Fred-
erick Taylor was a master of exact dic-
tion, but for what perhaps he lacked
a little in precision he certainly made
recompense in the enthusiasm and r'so-
lution of his language. Therefore,
though we may find no very circumspect
definition of his subject in his writings,
he provides ample to guide us in the
very strength and earnestness of his
words. What, then, does he tell us
about the meaning of scientific man-
agement?

"I want to tell you as briefly as I
can," he says, "what scientific manage-
ment is. It certainly is not what most
people think it to be. It is not a lot of
efficiency expedients. It is not the print-
ing and ruling of a lot of pieces of
blank paper and spreading them by the
ton about the country. It is not any
particular system of paying men. It is
none of the ordinary devices which un-
fortunately are going by the name of
scientific management. It may in its
essence be said in the present state of
industry to involve a complete mental
revolution, both on the part of the man-
agement and of the men." And again
he says, "The essence of modern scien-
tific management consists in the appli-
cation of certain broad, general prin-
ciples, and the particular way in which
these principles are applied is a matter
of entirely subordinate detail." Else-
where he describes scientific manage-
ment as consisting fundamentally of "a
certain philosophy which can be applied
in many ways." Then, perhaps most
illuminating of all, he wrote, "The gist
of the matter is that scientific manage-
ment demands that the acts of the men
and movements of all these men and
elements shall be regulated according to
clearly defined scientific rules and
formulae." There is plenty here to
give the lie to what many have con-
strued scientific management to be. It
is not a series of intricate tricks by
which, with a certain dexterity, a spe-
cies of rodent profit can be produced
out of a debilitated industrial top hat.
Neither is it a set of medical specifics
by which the fresh hue of health can
be induced in the pallid cheeks of an
anaemic business. It is not a portable
"compactum," hy the Introduction of
which, if everything be hung on its
proper hook and placed on its proper
shelf, order can be made to replace con-
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fusion, and nothing further can go
wrong. It is not a carefully stated the-
ory, with numberless paragraphs and
subsections; neither is it a program to
be declaimed from the hustings.

Scientific management, in my concep-
tion of it, is that form of management
which deals with its problems and daily
activities by the use of the scientific
method and makes provision for its
continuous application. Consequently,
it is also that form of management
which, on the basis of the classified
knowledge derived from the constant
use of the scientific method, conducts
its work and the work of those it con-
trols according to standard rules and,
what one may call, scientific "laws." It
is, therefore, that form of management
in which the objects and methods of
any activity have been determined, not
by the opinion of any one individual,
be he superintendent or laborer, but by
the scientific analysis of all the available
facts, and the determination of "stand-
ards" on the basis of those facts—
standard methods, standard qualities,
standard products, standard times,
standard outputs. By the "scientific
method," I mean the method of investi-
gation, measurement, definition, classi-
fication, and standardization; or, in the
words of Mr. J. W. Schulze,* "the proc-
ess of applying analytical and syntheti-
cal reasoning to a proposition and to all
available data concerning it, that is,
dividing a problem or a proposition into
its component elements, reviewing them,
improving them, eliminating some, in-
troducing others, and finally bringing
the elements together again into a new
program or method or product or con-
clusion."

It will be clear, of course, that in the
light of such a definition, scientific man-

Taylor Society BulltUn. June, 193a.

agement covers all branches of manage-
ment in all kinds of enterprises. As
applied to industry, it covers factory
management, sales management, finan-
cial management, transport manage-
ment, and, indeed, every branch of ac-
tivity which requires direction and
control. It covers all species of man-
agement, whether it be the management
of an industrial concern, of a state, of
a hospital, of an army, or of a church.
The principles of scientific management
are, to my mind, universal and univer-
sally sound.

I make no apology for this somewhat
prolonged departure from my main
theme. It is quite impossible to discuss
the development of scientific manage-
ment in any particular direction or in
any particular country, unless one is per-
fectly clear as to what scientific man-
agement truly is. This need for the
definition of our subject is perhaps
specially pressing in considering the de-
velopment of scientific management in
England. Indeed, if one accepted the
definitions which some have either di-
rectly or by implication attributed to
scientific management, there would be
little enough for me to say, beyond the
mere statement that "we know it not."
It is only when we define the subject in
the broad sense I have already at-
tempted that the lights appear in the
darkened panorama to tell us that the
city is not indeed without citizens.

The development of scientific man-
agement in England has undoubtedly
been dogged in its progress by retard-
ing factors which, as one looks back,
may perhaps have operated to the good,
however unreasonable in themselves
they may appear. Their effect has been
to retard the growth of any coordinated
effort to apply its principles, but they
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have not hy any means prevented dis-
persed experiments being made and,
moreover, they have served the very
useful purpose of distinguishing the
wheat from the chaff. If the growth,
therefore, has heen slow and undirected,
yet it has perhaps been the more sure
and wise.

There can be no denial of the fact
that the main factor which ha^ deterred
the progress of scientific management
in England has heen the method of its
presentation. It was, especially In the
earlier days just prior to and during the
war period, decked out in all the gay
colorings of the "efficiency" enthusiast.
It has heen displayed like gaudy shop-
ware, which for a modest sum one might
buy, as it were, across the counter, and
which once in the buyer's hands, would
become forthwith an Aladdin's lamp or
Ali Baha's password. It has been advo-
cated as a "system" for this and for
that. Every little idea, from a new
type of office stool to a new form of
cost sheet, was made to fit into this
new "system," by which management
could solve the labor problem and swell
the profits by the mere twisting of a
handle. British manufacturers were not
deceived; there exists no body of men
to whom the superficial and specious
makes less appeal. Scientific manage-
ment, accordingly, in such distorted and
flimsy form, fell on the most barren of
soil. It was loaded with effacing epi-
thets; it was "hot air," "eye-wash," "a
stunt." British industry distrusted the
whole "bag o' tricks." It is, of course,
all to the good that this conception of
scientific management should have been
generally rejected, but it is clear that
the development of the true scientific
spirit suffered in the process. The seed
was ground under foot together with
the thorns which had sprung up and
choked it. Scientific management as a

practical philosophy of industry was
definitely slowed up in its growth.

Here and there, howevqf, good
seed fell, and the ground was
favorable. Often enough, however,
the ground was not the factory. It fell
in the lahoratories of the scientist and
began to be developed as a theory.
Scientific management for a while rather
lost touch with practical affairs of in-
dustry. "Taylorism" became the hobby
of a few, and those few for the most
part were not husiness men. The pur-
suit of the hobby naturally led the ex-
perimentalists to interest themselves in
active industry, but their overtures were
viewed with suspicion. Scientific man-
agement, therefore, encountered its
second main obstacle—it came to be
looked upon as "theoretical," with all
the vague enormities which that adjec
tive is generally supposed to imply.
British industry has always distrusted
the man who has won his knowledge
from a book or from a laboratory; it
has an almost reverential regard for
"practical experience." Here was a
new theory, touching the very heart of
industrial life, inextricably linked with
all the cheap-jack panaceas of the maga-
zines and the glib fables of nimble
opportunists—a theory not even clear
to those who promoted it and calling
for experiments and investigations
which certainly presaged trouble and
expense—and, in any event, only a
theory. Scientific management, there
fore, made no headway. It had yet to
find some reason for its application,
other than just for the theory's sake
The inexorable pressure of events, how-
ever, came to its aid. With the con-
tinuance of the war came the insistent
demand for increased output; then, in
the later post-war period, came the ur-
gent call for economy in production.
Coupled with this joint necessity for
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increased output at reduced cost was the
increasingly clamant need for meeting
the requirements of a much intensified
labor problem. British industry found
itself first riding light-heartedly on the
crest of the wave, then plunging into
the abyss of depression. Both extremes
increased the complexities of manage-
ment and multiplied the problems with
which it was called upon to deal. Most
portentous of all was, and still is, the
problem of labor—labor, highly organ-
ized, yet swayed to and fro by move-
ments which no organization could keep
within bounds; labor, swept forward by
impulses and aims which defy definition
yet strike to the foundations of our
social ethics; labor, "the giant with the
feet of clay," perhaps, yet more certain-
ly, the giant with the feet of a blind
man and the hands of a child, like Sam-
son in the temple, with his great arms
about its pillars.

Management, faced with a thousand
complex problems, found its house in
disarray. It found itself precipitated
into a maze, where every turning re-
\ealed some new difficulty. It had
not prepared for such circumstances.
"There is," has said Lord Milner, "a
loss of confidence in the management,"
and the confidence was forfeited when
management blundered into a new era
equipped with the devices of an era that
had quickly passed. Turning this way
and that, management resorted again to
the mechanisms of scientific manage-
ment. It did so with misgiving and
hesitation. During the Avar, British
industry received its initiation to scien-
tific methods through government pres-
sure. Exact costing systems had been
required in munition factories; research
had been immensely developed; welfare
work and the investigational work con-
nected therewith had been undertaken
on a big scale. After the war, there

was the inevitable British reluctance to
believe that anything the government
liid was right. Yet, the introduction
to the methods of scientific manage-
ment had been made in actual practice
and not a few were prepared to go
further. Unfortunately, however, those
who stepped out along scientific lines
seized upon the mechanisms rather than
the philosophy of Taylor. More par-
ticularly, they seized upon the idea of a
planning room and the idea of time
study. It was only rarely realized that
these were but parts of a whole scheme;
that, in any case, the scheme was highly
adaptable and must be fashioned to suit
particular conditions; further, that the
scheme was the practical application of
a general mode of thinking and that the
latter was the real root of the matter;
and, finally, that the mechanisms ap-
plied singly, without relation to each
other and without relation to the em-
bracing philosophy, might work more
harm than good. "I have never said
that scientific management could be used
for bad," said Taylor. "It is possible
to use the mechanism of scientific man-
agement for bad, but not scientific man-
agement itself. It ceases to be scientific
management the moment it is used for
bad." All this was not realized. Plan-
ning departments were set up; time
study was begun. Where they were not
actually applied, they were much dis-
cussed and considered.

In this way, scientific management
met its third rebuff. It was found,
either in practice or by examination,
that these particular mechanisms often
aggravated trouble. Time study led to
rate-cutting, and rate-cutting to friction.
Planning led to increased overhead
costs wbich, in the older idea of over-
head costs, could be nothing but an evil.
There has tbus come about tbe more
insidious opposition to scientific man-
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agement—that, after close examination,
and in some cases practical application,
these mechanisms of scientific manage-
ment have been found deleterious to
real efficiency. One knows the stock
objections too well for them to need
repetition. In this country, those ob-
jections carry most weight which accuse
scientific management of imposing a
harder burden on the worker. Never-
theless, though here again scientific man-
agement received a further check, the
cumulative effect of the experiments and
study was not inconsiderable. Behind
the mechanisms a few began to discuss
principles, and the principles gave the
lie to the alleged failure of the mech-
anisms.

Thus far, I have treated of the de-
velopment of scientific management in
a semi-historical way. To do so, though
convenient, may perhaps give a wrong
impression. Some plants have yet to
begin the journey; others have passed
through all these stages and have at-
tained a kind of progressive normalcy.
Some will still argue that scientific man-
agement is just a set of efficiency expe-
dients; others will have gone further
and will criticize adversely some one or
other of its mechanisms. But, though
some have boldly applied some one
aspect of the system and have perhaps
retraced their steps, and others have
picked out one attractive idea without
delving deeply enough to understand its
connection with the philosophy of scien-
tific management, there has been a slow
and gradual movement forward since
the war. Haphazardly, without much
conscious connection with the teachings
of Taylor, the scientific method in man-
agement is being increasingly used. It
is, indeed, strange to witness how even
those who condemn scientific manage-

ment are busily engaged in applying it.
This goes to prove that the storms of
criticisms have all had their value. Per-
haps we have been slow, but it seems
that, having avoided the rocks and
shoals, we are the more likely to sail
into the deep, sure water. The last
decade, behind all the tnimpetings of
the enthusiast and criticisms of the
cynics, has undoubtedly witnessed the
beginning of the move forward. It is
all very obscure; the sound of the
wheels of progress is muffled. Each in-
dividual factory, consciously impelled
by no precise motive, yet acting in the
spirit of the age, is making its own ten-
tative experiments in its own way. New
ideas are not heing adopted because
Taylor advocated them, or because they
are recommended in the scientific man-
agement text-books, but simply because
there seems to be some indefinable pres-
sure which causes us all to be more
scientific than formerly. And, all un-
knowingly in many instances, we are
coming to the fundamentals of Taylor
himself. We are, as it were, fulfilling
the prophecy of the prophet whom we
rejected.

Take a crow's-nest view of our in-
dustrial vessel. Here is a factory plan-
ning unit in operation; there are
experiments in psychological selection.
Here we find that every job has been
time-studied; there we find no time
study, but an elaborate system of mar-
ket analysis. In this factory, we find
that the organization of the controlling
staff has been most carefully worked
out; in that factory, we find very de-
tailed and expert attention being given
to the technique of the factory proc-
esses. On one side, we may discover
the most elaborate and scientific plan-
ning of advertising; on another side,
the same methods being applied to the
training of foremen. In many places,
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costs are io times more accurate and
detailed than they were io years ago;
in others, layout has been planned with
the most scrupulous attention to detail.
Research of all kinds—mechanical, sta-
tistical, market, labor, fatigue, and so
forth—has come to occupy a privileged
position, which but a few years ago
would have been considered ludicrous.
Everywhere the facts are demanded,
not just the hare, obtruding bones, but
the minute, detailed facts. There is
a growing appreciation of a technicality
of processes; that they must be an-
alyzed and their details codified before
they can he properly supervised. There
is a prevalent opinion that our concep-
tion of what constitutes foremanship
must be revised. Thus, in manifold
ways in manifold plants the scientific
method is being increasingly used.
"Management is certainly in the midst
of its growing pains," I have said else-
where. "Beneath the somewhat hard
and weather-heaten skin, there is every
evidence of growth. There is a reach-
ing after new ideas, a deeper delving
after facts, a more deliberate founding
of policy upon scientifically worn data,
a closer examination of detail, a wider
appreciation of costs and measurements
of one kind or another, and, perhaps
most significant of all, a slowly develop-
ing search for the underlying purpose of
industry—a search stimulated by the
wide understanding of the need for the
human milk of cooperation." ^

IV

Thus far, I have endeavored to give
the general impression that, though
what one may call the scientific move-
ment in Industry is stumbling forward,
its progress !s undirected, dispersed, op-

' Taylor Society Bulletin. Vol. VIII, No. 6. De-
rfmber, 1923.

portunistic, and spasmodic. I think,
however, that one may distinguish cer-
tain hroad lines on which it is moving,
and certain regulating influences which
tend to determine its path. Without
doubt, the main factor molding the de-
velopment of the scientific method in
British industry has heen and will in-
creasingly be the labor conditions of
industry. Every movement of thought
affecting industry has been molded by
this fundamental factor. Indeed, the
dominating influence in the industrial
history of the past half-century has been
that exercised by the emergence and
gradual crystallization of labor aspira-
tions and aims. In this, the growth of
trade union organization is but a part, a
part of a wide-spread development which
has brought us at every turn face to face
with the basic humanity of industry. A
century ago we passed through a so-
called Industrial Revolution, in which
we plunged into the "machine age."
Today we are in the midst of a second
Industrial Revolution, in which we are
tearing at the bonds which a "machine"
conception of industry imposed upon us
and fighting our way to a revised "hu-
man" conception of industry. The past
gave us a vision of industry as a vast
maze of machines, buildings, systems,
and materials; we are now being com-
pelled to see that industry is, rather, a
complex form of human association;
that it is not a mass of machines and
processes, but a body of men; that it is
not a complex of matter, but a complex
of humanity; that it is not an intricate
system of mechanical devices, hut a
magnified nervous system. This second
"revolution," moreover, is not a move-
ment confined only to the hounds of in-
dustry; it is, rather, a social and com-
munal movement. The demagogue,
parading this or that remedy for the
ills of a disordered society; great
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masses of the people, dumbly appealing
that the industry of the future shall be
founded on some commonly accepted
moral basis; philosophers and business
men together, searching for a truly
ethical basis for industry, and experi-
menting with this and that device for
giving the human element in industry
its proper sphere and outlets; church,
state, and every thinking individual,
pressing forward towards a form of
industry which, as Henry Ford says,
will provide "not only a living, but a
life"—one and all are elements in this
gigantic remodelling of industry.

Amid such circumstances, scientific
management has spent its early years.
How far, in this, one seems to be from
the planning rooms, the stores inven-
tories, and the instruction cards of
scientific management systems, yet how
close to the deeper philosophy and
wider horizons of Taylor. "Scientific
management is for me primarily a
means of bettering the condition of the
working people," he said. British in-
dustry is, as yet, a long day's march
from realizing the contribution which
scientific methods can make to the solu-
tion of its human problems, but it has
at least this to its credit, that it has
driven to the heart of industry and has
applied scientific thought and work to
the elaboration of new methods and
new objectives designed to promote in-
dustrial well-being. It thus happens
that a large proportion of the scientific
work in management of the past few
years has concerned itself with the con-
ditions of labor and schemes for pro-
viding labor with avenues for its natural
impulses, and desires — hence the very
great thought and the wide experimen-
tation which have been applied in such
directions as the selection of employees
by psychological, medical, and other
tests, the training of workers, the study

of atmospheric and general health con-
ditions, schemes for pensions and allow-
ances in cases of invalidity, schemes
of unemployment insurance, the edu-
cation of workers, the provision of
sports grounds and establishment of
clubs, profit-sharing and co-partnership
schemes, the manifold schemes for se-
curing employee representation, ma-
chinery for the rapid ventilation of com-
plaints, the methods of promotion and
making of new supervisory appoint-
ments, and the machinery for dealing
with trade unions. In these directions,
all of which intimately affect the daily
life of labor, real scientific work has
been done. Most promising of all is
the rapid advance in applied psycholo-
gy, or "the technique of human be-
havior." No more truly scientific work
is being done in this country today than
that of the National Institute of Indus-
trial Psychology. Other countries may
have advanced much farther in the sci-
entific study of processes, mechanical
methods, means of handling materials,
storage systems, and planning of work,
but it is doubtful if any country has
examined so minutely or delved so
deeply into the problems of human re-
lations and the means for providing
labor with good conditions, hoth physi-
cal and mental. That this is so is a
natural outcome of the highly sensitive
condition of British industry. The cob-
bler naturally turns his attention to
where the boot most pinches.

The absorption of British industry in
its great problem of human relations,
however, has not only caused scientific
methods to be applied mainly in this
direction, but further has molded the
whole attitude of mind of its leaders.
Industrial management in the last dec-
ade or two has become overwhelming-
ly the management of human beings.
The main problems are human prob
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lems; the daily difficulties are human
difficulties. Hence, the major impres-
sion left on the minds of those charged
with the management of industry is that
management primarily is an art. Indus-
try lacks the throb of corporate buman
enthusiasm, the stimulation of human
interest, the oil of human cooperation,
tbe swinging bustle of spontaneous ef-
fort. To bring these to tbe boil, to
fill industry with the surge and tide of
warm, eager life, is not the task of the
scientist. The need is for leadership,
for high aims wbicb draw tbe last ounce
of effort from every rank, for impelling
motives wbicb send file after file of
workers to tbe toil wbicb tbey love—
tbat is tbe picture to be painted. This
is beyond all science; it is a question of
ideals and motives and manliness, not
of systems and slide-rules and records.
Management—it is tbe art of moving,
guiding, inspiring, bringing and welding
togetber masses of men and women.

In cold-blooded terms, tbis concep-
tion means tbat tbe progressive Britisb
employer is more imbued witb tbe fact
tbat management is a syntbetical art
tban witb tbe equally true fact tbat it
is founded on analytical study. He is
approacbing industry from tbe top,
viewing all its component parts as one
whole, rather tban from tbe bottom,
examining all its elements as separate
and distinct units. He is dealing witb
a mass problem, not witb an individual
problem. He is called upon to unify,
not to dissect. From this it follows
tbat be is not so vitally concerned in
tbe details of operative processes as in
the metbods of coordination and direc-
tion. His attention is attracted to tbe
problems of bigber organization. Con-
siderable scientific work bas been ac-
complished in tbe planning of depart-
mental divisions and interworking, in
defining tbe duties of tbe bigber offi-

cials, in the use and location of com-
mittees, in the correlation of finance,
production and distribution, and similar
problems. British management is con-
cerned, first of all, to make itself rather
tban the workers efficient. There is,
tberefore, generally speaking, more sci-
entific analysis and planning of tbe work
of, direction and control than of the
operative work being controlled. Tbere
Is a greater appreciation of the need
for management to be capable of exer-
cising its art tban for tbe equally urgent
need tbat the technique bebind tbe art
should be sound.

Economic conditions are mainly re-
sponsible for tbe tbird line on wbicb
the scientific method is being developed
—tbe selling of tbe goods. Since 1921
it bas been a buyers' market, and conse-
quently an increasing proportion of ef-
fort bas been expended in the selling
end of every business. Tbe scientific
metbod bas bere come into Its own.
Market research has been developed on
a considerable scale by many organiza-
tions. Sales policies are determined
only after a vast amount of investiga-
tion. Advertising scbemes are preceded
by intensive analyses of population,
trades, and consumers. Elaborate
metbods are adopted to produce goods
wbicb will satisfactorily meet tbe needs
of consumers. Indeed, in every direc-
tion truly scientific work is being done,
to ensure successful salesmanship, sound
sales policies and management, and the
fullest correlation of sales and produc-
tion as to the quantity, quality, and
character of tbe goods offered for sale.

Tbis recent concentration of effort
upon tbe marketing and selling of the
goods has perhaps a little overshadowed
the scientific work which has been done
in otber directions, tbougb present ten-
dencies Indicate tbat tbe scientific
method is receiving a more general trial
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in the solution of selling problems than
it has ever received in other branches
of management. It would be safe to
say that 30% of the reasonably large
businesses of the country are using, in
a greater or less degree, some form of
scientific analysis in the framing of sales
policies and the planning of their sales
organizations. The same could certain-
ly not be said of other branches of
management, with the possible excep-
tion of costing. As a result of govern-
ment pressure during the war, detailed
costing received a very considerable
impetus. Even so, Mr. J. F. Whiteford
wrote,' in 1919, "It is estimated that
not more than 5% of the manufacturers
in the United Kingdom know the actual
costs of the various products of their
factories. It is further estimated that
not more than ijo know their costs
within sufficient time for the informa-
tion to be of real benefit." Since then
a good deal of progress has been made,
but the tendency has been to rely too
much on costing as a weapon of investi-
gation. Costing serves a dual purpose
—firstly, to determine selling prices and
the profitableness of operations and,
secondly, to indicate the places where
costs are high. In this latter, costing
has been regarded as the one and only
form of measurement, and standardi-
zation has been relegated to a second-
ary position. The warning of Taylor
in this connection calls for more notice
than it has received. In discussing rail-
road costing, he indicates the necessity
for industrial establishments "to scru-
tinize very carefully the exact use which
they make of the costs which they deter-
mine," and goes on to say: "I look
upon it as a matter of far more impor-
tance, for example, that they should
take up in detail the study of each small

' Whiieford, J. F. Factory Management Wattes.
Nisbit k Co., 1919.

activity that occurs on their road, and
standardize all of these activities, and
in this way reduce their expenses." I
am inclined to think that British manu-
facturers have relied on costing where
other forms of measurement and a
more general application of standards
would have sensed their purpose better.

In the use of time study and the de-
velopment of factory planning, British
industry is perhaps inclined to lag be-
hind. As Mr. MacKillop says, "There
are ioo progress offices in 1921 for 1
in 1900, but there are 100 progress
offices for i planning department." This
intensely minute analysis of factory
operations and the detailed and con-
stant control based on this analysis is
work which, in the main, still lies ahead
That this should be so is the natural
outcome of the preoccupation of British
industry with the major problems which
I have already suggested.

V

From this brief resume of activity
it will be clear, however, that much
scientific work is being done. What is
lacking is a conception that will bind
all this work together. The scientific
method is being adopted spasmodically
as the need arises. It is not being
adopted as a definite plan of campaign,
nor as a complete philosophy. It is
rarely realized that the wholesale adop
tion of scientific methods constitutes a
revolution in factory management, or
that their adoption can serve any pur-
pose other than the solution of some
immediate problem. It is often over-
looked that the primary object of Tay-
lor's work was "to remove the cause
of antagonism between the boss and
the mtn who worked under him." Sci-
entific management was to him a means
to the solution of the problem of indus-
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trial relations; it was not just a useful
weapon for the determination of some
knotty, isolated question. It was a
philosophy, not a weapon. This con-
ception has yet to be realized, and it is
not too optimistic to think that, in this,
British industry, where the problem of
human relations is probably more acute
than in any other country, will lead the
way. So far, industrial relations has
been regarded primarily as a problem
in sociology and not sufficiently as a
problem in management. Where it is
attacked as a problem of management,
the tendency is to work at palliatives
rather than at a cure. We have studied
with great carê  and have widely applied
various schemes of welfare work, insur-
ance, works councils, and conciliation
machinery. But surely these are means
to alleviate a complaint which origi-
nates in the daily work of the factory.
We have yet to attack the problem in
the stages before these things are neces-
sary. In the first instance, any remedy
for the strained relations of labor with
its industrial partners must resolve itself
into an improvement of the manage-
ment. The "lahor problem," as we
phrase it, leads us directly to problems
of wages, output, and sales, and we
have yet to discover, I submit, how
potent may be the effect of scientific
work in these managerial activities upon
the solution of this one great problem
of industrial "humanics." We have
still to leam how the scientific stand-
ardization of processes may affect the
whole wage problem, for example, or
how the scientific control and planning
of sales may affect the whole unemploy-
ment problem. It is, indeed, impossible
to divorce the problem of industrial re-
lations from the day-to-day manage-
ment. It will not solve the problem to
set up welfare departments, works coun-
cils or conciliation systems, eminently

desirable as these activities undoubtedly
are. The beginning of the solution lies
in the control of each man's work. While
a worker's pay is dependent on the fix-
ing of an unscientific rate, while his
work is liable to constant halts owing to
unscientific scheduling and planning,
while the demand for his output from
the market is irregular and not scientifi-
cally planned, it is unreasonable to ex-
pect him to place confidence in the man-
agement. Works councils can never
compensate for unscientific manage-
ment. When that "complete mental
revolution" of which Taylor spoke has
been effected, when it has been generally
recognized as a principle that it is essen-
tial to substitute "exact scientific inves-
tigation and knowledge for the old in-
dividual judgment and opinion in all
matters relating to the work done in the
establishment," the problem of indus-
trial relations will have begun its solu-
tion. It is, I repeat, in the first instance
a problem—indeed, the problem—of
management. When management has
put its house in scientific order, when
the mental attitude of the past has given
way to the new mental attitude of obe-
dience to scientific laws which neither
worker nor manager can but regard as
true, tbe problem can safely be further
examined by sociology in its wider as-
pects, with some certainty of a success-
ful solution. The overwhelming impetus
of the problem, particularly in British
industry, gives one hope that this path-
way will soon be explored, and this con-
ception of scientific management, as one
embracing philosophy, adopted.

In another sense, further, there is a
need for unity. There is little corpo-
rate feeling in the development of the
art of management. Each business is
trying out its own experiments, conduct-
ing its own research, following its own
lonely path. There is little sense of
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management being a common profes-
sion, irrespective of the activities being
managed. There is little appreciation
of the possibility of all who practice the
art of management having anything in
common. We lack the free interchange
of thought and experience which alone
can give birth to any unifying corporate
spirit. Associations of one kind or an-
other have been started, but these in
their turn are dissociated and scattered.
We need some common organization,
binding together all who take a part in
management. We need to demolish the
artificial barriers which are set up be-
tween businesses, so that every move
forward may be made common knowl-
edge. No science was ever developed
where each scientist kept his knowledge
to himself. We need a corporate man-
agement spirit. This will come, when
the conception is more widely accepted
that management is an activity which,
in all plants and undertakings, has fea-

tures in common. When we have uni-
fied our idea of management, we shall
be in a position to unify our efforts in
pursuit of that idea. When we have
found that all management can be gov-
erned by a common motive and con-
ducted by a common method, these
things of themselves will provide the
reasop for bringing all our knowledge
together and for working together for
the advancement of our common pro-
fession. This is, indeed, the primary
work of the future—to realize the
essential oneness of the philosophy of
scientific management and to establish,
on that basis, a corporate unity repre-
senting the thought and work of all who
practice the profession. In this I do
not doubt that British industry, perhaps
in its own reticent way, will play a part;
and perhaps it is not too sanguine to
hope that this corporate unity will be
a professional bond between industrial-
ists the world over.






